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Senate
VIKTOR BRAILOVSKY possessed secret scientific information.

In 19'76, after 4 long years of waiting,Mr. TSONGAS. Mr. President, today Viktor was given a verbal clearance to
marks another sad day for the human emigrate-but his wife, Irina, an applied
rights of Soviet Jewry. Viktor Brailov- mathematician, could not leave because
sky, doctor of cybernetics, went on trial allegedly she possessed state secrets. Af-
in Moscow for allegedly violating section ter a few agonizing months, Viktor de-
19041 of the Soviet Criminal Code. Arti- cided to emigrate with one of his chil-
cle 190-1 provides: dren and leave his wife and other child

The systematic circulation in oral form of behind. In an act of typical capricious-
fabrications known to be false, which defame ness, the Soviet authorities then deniedthe Soviet state and social system, and uke- his visa on the grounds that the separa-wise, the preparation or circulation in writ- tion of his family would violate the Hel-ten, printed or other form, of works of such 

sinki Final Act.content-shall be punished by deprivation 
These continued denials of Viktor's
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of upato ree yeart 
most basic human rights left him un-

one year, or by a fine of up to 100 rubles. daunted. He· became one of the founders
It all sounds very pmper. But, in fact, of the samizdat (underground) journal,

the only crime that Dr. Brailovsky com- Jews in the U.S.S.R., and served as editor
mitted was to be born a Jew and to seek for its last five issues--until it ceased
freedom from the shackles of totali- publication in the summer of 1979. This

nonpolitical Journal was devoted ex-tarianisPresident, Dr. Brailovsky's case is clusively to Jewish history and culture
not very different from the many thou- and served as an important source of
sands of cases of Soviet Jews who desire ation for Jews living in the Soviet
to immigrate to Israel. But during the 

In 1977, Viktor became worried that hepast 9 years that he and his family have and other unemployed Jewish scientistswaited for exit visas, Dr. Brailovsky has would fall too far behind in their fieldsnot remamed silent. Let me share with As a result, he organized the Moscowmy colleagues some of the specifics of Sunday Seminar, which met every weekthis casO 
tober 1972 Viktor Brailovsky in his flat. The Sunday Seminar consisted

along with his wife'Irina and their two of a nonpolitical group of refuseniks who
children, first applied to immi te to 

were dedicated to the advancement ofgra scientific knowledge. On many occasionsIsrael. As a result, both Viktor and Irina they would invite visiting scholars to preZwere fired from their prestigious scien- sent scientific papers at their meetingstific jobs. Their phone was disconnected for discussion by the participants.and their mail service curtailed. Again .
and again since 1972, the Brailovsky The Soviets, however, do not allow such
family has been refused permission to activities to continue for very long with-
immigrate on the grounds that Viktor out responding. In April 1980, Viktor was

arrested and told that he was being in-



vestigated for his involvement with the
publication, Jews in the U.S.S.R. Al-
though he was released, the harassment
did not end. On November 13, 1980, just
2 days after the opening of the Madrid
Conference, eight policemen arrived at
the Brailovsky apartment with a search
warrant and a warrant to take Viktor in
for questioning. Irina insisted on accom-
panying her husband to the- police sta-
tion. After lengthy questioning, Viktor
was able to tell her, before being led
away, that he had been arrested, appar-
ently for his involvement in Jews in the
U.S.S.R.

Mr. President, recently a member of
my staff returned from a private trip to
the Soviet Union where he had the op-
portunity to meet a number of Soviet
refuseniks. He learned firsthand what it
means to be a Jew. In the Soviet Union.
The constant surveillance by the KGB,
the wiretaps, the censored mail, the lack
of religious freedom, the problems in
maintaining a job. But he also learned
about the strength and the vitality of
these people who live under such harsh
physical and mental conditions. In addi-
tion, he met with Irina Brailovsky and
learned firsthand of the mental anguish
she has had to bear for the past 9
years.

Mr. President, it now appears that
Soviet authorities will further respond to
Viktor Brailovsky's activities by placing
him in a labor camp for 3 long years.
I call on all of my colleagues to join me
in urging the Soviet authorities to re-
consider the charges that have been
brought against Dr. Brailovsky and to
grant him and his family one of the most
basic of all human rights-the right to
emigrate to the country of their choice.e


